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”There is nothing permanent except change.” 
—Heraclitus 

Purpose and Use of This Guide 
Principals: Using this Guide 
This guide is conceived as a resource for principals who have identified change management as a 
developmental area for their practice based on evaluation feedback or the challenges they have 
diagnosed at their school. It includes summaries of important concepts and frameworks in change 
management such as adaptive leadership and second-order change vs. technical, first-order change; 
the principal’s role in ensuring coherence among all the initiatives within the school; and motivating a 
team to buy-in to change by focusing on communicating the “why,” or the vision, of the change. 
Most importantly, after the summary of each of these frameworks, we have included references to 
source material such as websites, books and articles available online, so that school leaders can 
explore important concepts in change management through the guide and, when finding one that 
resonates, access more in-depth resources as they plan for action.   

The guide in this format is intended to be accessed comprehensively as an overview of both 
leading and managing change. It is also available in an accessible, web-enabled format so that 
principals can go directly to the resources they need to address a particular element of the change 
process. 

Alignment with the Principal Performance Measures in the Minnesota State 
Model for Principal Evaluation 

The principal’s role in leading and managing change is infused in all elements of the principal 
performance measures because it is a key component of moving a school community toward improved 
outcomes in any domain: stronger instruction; improved staff practices; a more cohesive, inclusive school 
culture for students, staff, and family members; and better systems and resource management. Leading 
a school community makes it inevitable that a principal will be leading change – often across multiple 
dimensions at once! 

In particular, change management is called out within Performance Measure #4: “[A principal] 
demonstrates ethical personal leadership through relationship building, effective 
communication, and self-reflection.” These three elements of principal action – relationships, 
communication, and personal reflection – are the building blocks of effective change leadership. Indicator 
4C speaks specifically to the principal’s role and priorities in the change process. The indicator defines 
the principal as both the leader (“manages” change and “employs problem-solving strategies”) and also 
as one of the individuals impacted (“adapts to change). Successful principals understand both elements 
of their experience of change: driving and responding to it. 

Alignment to the MN Principal Measures: 
Performance Measure 4: Demonstrates ethical personal leadership through relationship building, 
effective communication, and self-reflection. 

Indicator 4C: Constructively manages and adapts to change and employs problem-solving strategies 
with the ultimate goal of improving student achievement. 
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Overview: Why Change Management is Crucial for School 
Leaders and What Principals Can Do to Lead and Manage Change 
It is a truism that change is the only constant, and principals who successfully lead their schools will 
inevitably lead them through periods of change. It is the principal’s job to inspire and support change so 
that the school can move from where it is to where it needs to be to ensure the best outcomes for all its 
students, strengthen the professional practice of faculty and staff, and improve the school culture for all 
stakeholders. But change is always challenging, even where it is necessary, and principals play a crucial 
role in guiding their schools through the process. Principals do this by serving as both leader of change 
(vision-developer and people motivator) and manager of change (implementation planner and monitor). 

Change management requires true, visible ownership for outcomes from the highest levels. Principals 
leading change must understand the change dynamics within their particular school context and work 
directly with teams throughout the school to manage the change process.  

While principals have a foundational role to play, they cannot bring about meaningful change by 
themselves. In any schoolwide change effort, there are a number of stakeholders who will be impacted, 
including teachers, students, family & community members, as well as school partners and district 
leaders and teams. Change management recognizes that for new systems to be successful, the 
stakeholders involved in implementation must understand and believe in them. As change is planned for 
and carried out, it is inevitable that stakeholders will have fundamental questions and concerns. If these 
questions about impact on personal practice and organization purpose and function are not adequately 
addressed, they can hamper successful implementation. Effective change management acknowledges 
and responds to stakeholder concerns as an integral means to achieving the intended purpose of the 
new approach: changed practice and improved student outcomes. 

Experience has shown that simply implementing a new framework or process in a complex organization 
doesn’t lead to substantive, sustainable change. Most key stakeholders in a school tasked with 
implementing a new approach have almost certainly experienced several previous waves of change with 
varying results; this has real implications for how they will perceive this latest effort. In order to see the 
benefit of any change effort, the individuals carrying out the change must be both engaged and supported. 

The Principal is the Champion for Change 
With a Dual Role as Leader and Manager 

As Change Leader 

• Making the case and creating
a sense of urgency for change

• Creating coherence: showing how
the change fits into broader school
plans

• Listening to and rallying the team
• Identifying change champions and

addressing roadblocks

As Change Manager 

• Identifying the team that will
implement the change

• Establishing the timeline and setting
the approach for implementation

• Leading communication planning and
efforts and engaging stakeholders

• Monitoring implementation for interim
and final results: is change on track?

“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, 
 or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead 

in the introduction of a new order of things." 
— Niccolo Machiavelli 
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There are several important characteristics of effective change efforts, all of which fall within the 
principal’s control to establish at the outset of any change initiative: 

1) Design with the end – implementation – in mind and place change within context.
Whenever principals lead work to develop a new system or process, they must think through
what it will take to successfully implement that system within their particular school context.
This includes thinking through the adaption and introduction of new system-wide initiatives
within their specific school context: how can the district’s priorities and rationale be explained
to the school team? How does this process, policy, or direction align with other school priorities
and how can it enable existing school goals and strategies? It is the principal’s job to bring
coherence to any change by placing it within the school’s particular vision and plan.

2) Emphasize stakeholder engagement in planning and design. Important work happens in
the development, the conversations, and the shared understanding built through co-creation
of key tools and processes – or in planning for their implementation. This approach fosters
true shared ownership of outcomes and it is a critical component of successful change.
Nevertheless, it involves careful work to understand the non-negotiables for the design and
implementation of a new system while taking into account the full range of specific interests
and needs among stakeholders. Change is more successful when processes maximize
effective and appropriate input while being clear and transparent about how input will be used
– and what’s off the table.

3) Plan for training and support through implementation. Leadership must think beyond
design of tools and processes into support for effective implementation. This support often
includes providing training for stakeholders that utilizes best practices in adult learning.
Effective training and support ensures that the implementers understand the rationale for the
change, have the skills for successful implementation, and share ownership for outcomes.
Principals should design the roles of key implementers carefully, asking not only what they
will be responsible for but also what must “come off of their plate” in order to focus on high-
impact adoption of new practice. Principals and other early adopters should continue to be
engaged in implementation support, following up to ensure that new practices are being
effectively employed and all team members are on track to the desired outcomes.

4) Prioritize communication throughout. A strong change management approach must
include coordinated communication efforts. This should include clear and common messages,
and follow-up on input provided by stakeholders. Key components of this communication
include:

• Messaging that is appropriate to the audience.
• Consistency in messaging reflecting the shared language of the community.
• Connections to broader school strategies, priorities, and expectations for

outcomes.
• Communication that serves as a feedback loop, with avenues for both pushing

information out and also hearing back from key constituencies.
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What is the difference between externally-imposed change and change driven by 
school leadership? 
There are two major triggers for change in a school environment: internally-driven and externally-
imposed change. On the one hand, internally-driven change is a deliberately-chosen pathway within 
the school community, as the principal and other school leaders see a significant disconnect between 
the school’s vision and mission on the one hand and its current state on the other. In order for the school 
to move to where it needs to be, change has to happen. In these circumstances, the principal’s major 
role is as a leader and manager of the change process. Even when change is the desired state, it can 
still be difficult and it must be carefully considered and supported. But, in these circumstances, principals 
are bolstered by the imperative for change and a great deal of autonomy within the school community to 
make change happen. There is still risk, however, that the principal and other early adopters will move 
without the rest of the school community or that change will not be supported or sustained, leaving the 
school far from the ultimate goals and even facing a setback after a failed effort. 

Alternatively, change can be externally-imposed when it happens to a school either because of district 
or state mandates (a new curricula, instructional mandate, or testing process, for example) or because 
of other external factors, such as an unforeseen turnover in staff or a significant change in the school 
population. In these cases, the principal’s role as leader and manager of change is just as crucial, but 
there is an added challenge for the principal in providing coherence for the rest of the school community. 
While a new teacher evaluation system may be mandated district-wide, for example, principals have 
incredible leeway within their own buildings to help teachers see the new process as aligned with school 
goals for improving instruction and as a resource for building their individual practice. Principals focused 
on coherence look for the places of alignment between external changes and the school’s specific 
mission and priorities. They place external change within the school context.  

Whether change is internal to your school’s strategic planning and direction, or occurs because of 
external forces, it is important to recognize that you, as the principal, both lead and also experience 
change at the same time. Because of this, you will be most successful if you take time to understand the 
implications for you as well as your team. During change, it is more important than ever to practice self-
reflective leadership, for your sake and for your team’s. Modeling transparency as you experience change 
will help your team manage their own responses. More information about strategies for this approach can 
be found later in this guide on page 19. 
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Principals as Leaders of Change 

As Change Leader 

• Making the case and creating a sense of urgency for change
• Creating coherence: showing how the change fits into broader school plans
• Listening to and rallying the team
• Identifying change champions and addressing roadblocks

John Kotter, professor emeritus at Harvard Business School, has written several books about the leader’s 
role in directing effective change within organizations. Leaders who create impactful, lasting change 
within their organizations understand the vision for their organization and identify foundational barriers to 
achieving that vision. They are prepared to deeply engage others in the change process, creating a sense 
of urgency across the organization as a platform for change and then building a broad coalition ready to 
move practice and beliefs for meaningful, sustainable change. Leaders not only set change in motion, 
but also follow up to ensure that new initiatives and priorities are deeply embedded in the organization’s 
culture, that individual practice is meaningfully changing, and that outcomes are captured.  

Change Leadership involves several elements of action for a principal, each covered within this 
guide: 

• Defining the Change that is Needed: What are we really trying to change, and why?
• Making the Case and Creating Urgency: Why does this change need to happen?
• Creating Coherence: Where does this change “fit” in the work of our school?
• Understanding How Change Affects Others: Why are people reacting this way?
• Spreading Success and Addressing Roadblocks: How do we build momentum and address

resistance?
• Personal Leadership Through Change: How am I supposed to get through this?

Change leaders have to be flexible in their role, seizing opportunities, responding to stakeholders, and 
allowing their actions to be informed by context. Being a responsive change leader is a foundational part 
of a principal’s role, so that the structured, process-oriented action steps of his or her role as change 
manager can move forward smoothly and have the intended impact. For this reason, we address both of 
these roles in the guide, but look at the principal as change leader first. 

Additional Resources 

The Role of the Leader in Change 
For an in-depth look at an organizational leader’s role in bringing about transformative results, you may 
want to read John Kotter’s book Leading Change (http://amzn.to/1qF4gag) 

http://amzn.to/1qF4gag
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Defining the Change that is Needed: What are we really trying to change, and why? 
The first step in leading effective and lasting change is to make sure that the effort is aiming for the right 
outcomes and is addressing the root causes of the challenges that have been identified. Often times, 
change efforts are too shallow or narrow to be successful, and beginning without the whole picture can 
lead to unnecessary resistance as the process moves forward. Change leaders must make sure they, 
and their team, have begun with a thorough and honest exploration of the task at hand.  

Several models of change leadership address this first step of building a complete picture of the need and 
defining a comprehensive response that captures the change required in a school community. Leading 
researcher and thinker in change management Ronald Heifitz has defined two types of challenges, technical 
and adaptive, depending on the depth of problem-solving and learning required. And Robert Marzano has 
applied research on the type of change response required for different challenges to schools and the 
education sector. Principals can use these definitions and the guidance below to define their change efforts 
together with their teams: 

Technical vs. Adaptive 
Challenges… … require either First- or Second-Order Change

Technical Problems 
.. Include issues for which we have 
the know-how and the solutions to 
institute a “fix” (e.g., Triple bypass 
surgery for a person with heart 
disease). 

They require straightforward, 
repeatable and transferable 
solutions. 

They can be addressed through the 
leadership and expertise of an 
individual or small group. 

First-order change is doing more or less of something that is 
already being done. First-order change is always reversible. It 
rarely includes changing perspectives, mindsets, or beliefs. 

First order change is called for when an existing strategy needs to 
be adjusted, effective practices need to be spread, or 
improvements should be accelerated. 

All leaders at your school should be engaged in making these 
types of adjustments at the school, team and classroom level to 
align existing strategies to school goals and intended outcomes. 

Characteristics: 
• Adjustments within the existing structure
• Doing more or less of something
• Reversible
• Can be instituted top-down
• Non-transformational
• New learning is not required
• Old story can still be told
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Technical vs. Adaptive 
Challenges… … require either First- or Second-Order Change

Adaptive Challenges 
… Force a response outside of our
current know-how or expertise (e.g., 
How do you ensure lifestyle 
changes in a heart patient to sustain 
health restored in surgery?). 

They cannot be addressed through 
current structures, organizational 
designs, or stories about a 
community. 

They cannot be “taken off the 
shoulders” of an individual or a 
community because the community 
is part of the problem – and must be 
part of the solution. 

Second-order change results from doing something significantly or 
fundamentally different from what has been done before. The 
process is irreversible: once complete, it is impossible for the system 
or community to return to the way things were previously done. 
When successful, it requires changing beliefs, mindsets, and 
perspectives.  

It is called for when there are fundamental gaps between the 
current and the desired state. 

These are the types of schoolwide changes that require deep 
investment by the principal to lead them to successful conclusion but 
they also require broad engagement and require all-school 
transformation to be successful. 

Characteristics: 
• New way of seeing things
• Fundamental change of approach, direction, and/or

practice
• Irreversible
• Can come from leadership or from within the organization;

always requires broad engagement
• Transformation to something quite different
• Requires new learning
• New story is told

It’s important to note that not every change is adaptive and sometimes principals are called to lead their 
teams through solving technical challenges to bring about first-order change. Perhaps the schedule 
needs to be adjusted to increase instructional time, and there is a model from another district school that 
could be implemented in your building. However, oftentimes adaptive challenges exist right below the 
surface of needed technical changes. For example, teachers may resist changes to the schedule that 
impact the flexibility of time use within the classroom. This failure to see the deeper context for change 
is often what causes “quick fixes” or best practices lifted wholesale from elsewhere to fall flat. 

How can you know you are facing an adaptive challenge? There are several key “symptoms” of adaptive 
challenges: 

• Recurrent crisis: Oftentimes, when a crisis comes up it is a sign of long-standing, “bundled”
technical problems that haven’t been addressed, resulting in an adaptive challenge to solve for
underlying barriers that have kept these systems from being fixed.

• Persistent conflict: When a community such as a school has persistent conflict, leaders should
probe to diagnose what the conflict is really about: what are the real stakes, loyalties, or values
at play? Sometimes, this is referred to as getting “on the balcony” to observe the patterns and
“big picture” issues that are arising.

• Need for new learning: Any challenge that requires new learning by the leadership and the
community–about themselves, about the problem, or about multi-layered strategies for solutions–
is, by definition, an adaptive challenge.

When faced with both the initial need for change and also the ongoing barriers to that change, principals must 
look at the “music underneath the words” to capture a correct diagnosis of the adaptive challenges they are 
leading their school community through and work hard to engage the group in finding the answers – not by 
dictating solutions, but by asking the right questions and leading the team in finding those answers together 
over time.  

The first step is agreement on a vision of success that includes adaptive outcomes, and this is critical for 
a number of reasons. A shared commitment across the leadership team supports alignment in the difficult 
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decisions required to design and implement a new system in a complex environment – it keeps everyone 
pulling in the same direction. This commitment upfront is a prerequisite for ensuring that the project has 
the resources and authority from leadership that are required for success. This shared vision also serves 
as a hedge against two of the biggest pitfalls leading to incomplete or unsuccessful change attempts: (1) 
lack of focus on the dynamics of change, leading to a compliance-oriented adoption of new processes 
and (2) lack of resources or authority to successfully challenge old practices and build the commitment 
and capacity for a new way of working. At the same time, it is a principal’s judgment call to make as to 
when there is a “critical mass” of supporters to move forward; early action and initial wins are also 
important elements of success. 

“Just because everything is different doesn't mean anything has changed.” 
—Irene Peter 

Defining the Change That Is Needed 

Principal Takeaways: 

• Meaningful change takes place in the adaptive domain, where there aren’t easy or known
answers.

• Whether the change is internally-driven or externally-imposed, determine whether it is first- or
second-order change, and build your leadership strategy and implementation plan accordingly.

• The whole community must be part of owning the challenge and seeking the solutions.
• Questions for Reflection:

o How well have you articulated the rationale for change? Does your leadership team share
that understanding? How about other champions within the school? If the change is
externally-imposed, can you still make the case for it?

o Does the change match the characteristics of adaptive or technical change? If the change
appears to be a “simple’ technical change, have you and your leadership team explored
the potential challenge to underlying beliefs, values, and “ways of doing” well enough to
understand where resistance may come in, and where new understanding and beliefs
might be required?

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources:  

A short video of Ronald Heifetz speaking about adaptive and technical challenges at the University of 
Minnesota’s Center for Leadership (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwWylIUIvmo&noredirect=1). 

Ronald Heifetz has written a number of books that are helpful for principals exploring their role in leading 
change: 

• The Practice of Adaptive Leadership: Tools and Tactics for Changing Your Organization and the
World by Ronald A. Heifetz

• Leadership on the Line: Staying Alive through the Dangers of Leading by Ronald Heifetz and Martin
Linsky

• Leadership Without Easy Answers by Ronald Heifetz

Marzano, Robert J.; Zaffron, Steve et al. “A New Paradigm for Educational Change” Education, Winter 
1995”. A summary of the article, which can be challenging because of its academic bent, is also available.  
(https://www.questia.com/read/1G1-18163706/a-new-paradigm-for-educational-change). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwWylIUIvmo&noredirect=1
https://www.questia.com/read/1G1-18163706/a-new-paradigm-for-educational-change
https://www.questia.com/read/1G1-18163706/a-new-paradigm-for-educational-change
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Making the Case and Creating Urgency: Why does this change need to happen? 
Principals who are effective school leaders are always helping the school community return to its 
foundational vision and mission in service of student outcomes and pushing toward this desired state by 
identifying gaps in the current state and addressing them, together with faculty, students, and other 
partners. When change is imperative, principals must make the case for the importance of the change 
by highlighting these gaps and the resulting challenges in school outcomes. Building a shared 
understanding of where the school is and where it needs to go is a crucial role for the principal, and it 
often starts out with the leadership team and then expands from there to other stakeholders. But a shared 
understanding is not enough to make change happen: there also must be a sense of urgency to address 
the identified gaps. In order for change to be a shared imperative and for resulting efforts to be meaningful 
and sustained, stakeholders across the school must believe deeply that these gaps must be addressed 
deliberately, systematically, and immediately. 

In a widely-shared TED talk (http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action), author 
Simon Sinek outlines the principles of creating urgency for the “new” – new initiatives, new products and, 
perhaps most importantly, new imperatives to act on behalf of others. His talk “Start with the Why” 
explores the major insight in the title: all too often, leaders introduce a new initiative, priority, or system 
by talking about what the effort looks like: the logistical details of who, what, when, and where. Or, they 
may talk about the how of the effort: timelines, resources, teams. Often, they miss sharing the vision for 
the change – the why – and this means making the case and creating urgency. This TED talk can be a 
useful resource for you in making sure you are addressing the “why” with your team; it can also be a 
useful starting point for an initial urgency-creating session with your team. 

“If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.” 

—Wayne Dyer 

http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
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Making the Case and Creating Urgency 

Principal Takeaways: 

• Your first task as a principal leading change is to make the case for change: address the “why”
for instituting new practices, resources, or frameworks.

• Whether the change is internally-driven or externally-imposed, determine whether it is a first- or
second-order change, and build your leadership strategy – and implementation plan –
accordingly.

• For meaningful, lasting second-order change, you must also create a sense of urgency that is
sufficient to justify transformational, disruptive change.

•
• Questions for Reflection:

o Do you understand the rationale for change? Does your leadership team share that
understanding? How about other champions within the school? If the change is externally-
imposed, can you still make the case for it?

o Does the change match the characteristics of first- or second-order change? What are the
implications of this for your leadership and planning?

o Why is this change important and urgent? Can you share the rationale for change of this
urgency and magnitude? How deeply is this understanding shared?

o How can you frame the change for your school community? What are the right questions
to share with them, especially where there aren’t easy answers?

o Have you set up the right structures to allow the school community to participate in
answering these questions?

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources: 

Simon Sinek’s TED Talk “Start with Why” 
(http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action). It summarizes findings 
included in his book by the same name (http://www.amazon.com/dp/1596597607/?tag=mh0b-
20&hvadid=4960791591&hvqmt=b&hvbmt=bb&hvdev=c&ref=pd_sl_3qygv4pc0o_b).  

On the National Implementation Research Network’s Active Implementation Hub, there is an interview 
with NIRN Associate Director Melissa Van Dyke about creating readiness for change 
(http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/resources/video-vignette-12-what-research-says-about-readiness). 

This one-page overview defines three types of individuals in an institution undergoing change: the early 
adopters, the resisters, and the group that will “wait and see” how change is going. It also includes 
strategies for managing engagement with all three 
(http://amcreativityassoc.org/Resources/Documents/BuyInAcceptance.pdf). 

http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1596597607/?tag=mh0b-20&hvadid=4960791591&hvqmt=b&hvbmt=bb&hvdev=c&ref=pd_sl_3qygv4pc0o_b
http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/resources/video-vignette-12-what-research-says-about-readiness
http://amcreativityassoc.org/Resources/Documents/BuyInAcceptance.pdf
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Creating Coherence: Where does this change “fit” in the work of our school? 
As highlighted in the introduction, principals can enable change within their school by placing new 
initiatives and priorities within the broader context of the school’s priorities and plans. This is always the 
case, but it is particularly important to do when change is externally-driven and “happening to” a school 
community. Oftentimes, change comes to a school in the form of a district mandate: through the 
introduction of new evaluation systems, new standards, or a new instructional schema. Change can also 
come from other external forces, such as changes in your community or your partnerships. These 
external changes can be particularly challenging because they carry the risk of taking away a sense of 
agency: the school community – including you, the principal! - experience the changes as unpredictable 
and outside of their control. This makes it easy to fall into ignoring or even subverting change.  

Another threat to coherence is the perception among your team that a school’s priorities and initiatives 
are disconnected and misaligned. Principals always have a role in putting all of a school’s efforts in the 
context of the school’s vision and mission and helping stakeholders see the connections among priorities 
and within the school’s goals.  

This is one area where principals can make a significant difference by leading through example and 
taking ownership for any change, including those that are externally imposed, and incorporating it into 
the school’s context and priorities. Your team will follow your lead as you demonstrate the integration of 
new systems, resources, and directives into your plans for the school. 

Here are some crucial coherence reflection questions for you and your team: 
• How are our new initiatives:

o … connected to our school vision and mission? How do they help us better serve
students? 

o … aligned with our school goals?
o … aligned to each other? Are any working at cross-purposes? Or duplicative?

• Are we focusing on the most critical changes for this year?

And, when change comes from the outside: 
• How does this change connect with our school’s vision and mission? How does it connect with

what we set out to do for students?
• How does this change align with our school goals and strategic priorities? Where is it misaligned?
• How can we use this change to further our school goals and priorities? How can we minimize the

elements that are misaligned?
• Do our school goals and priorities need to be adjusted in light of this change?

At times, principals do need to push back on externally-imposed change, but more often there are ways 
to see these moments as opportunities to incorporate change into your school’s “big picture” for students. 

Creating Coherence 
Principal Takeaways: 

• Change is not effective when it is perceived as “happening to” a community because it is externally
imposed.

• Change is also ineffective when it is perceived as random or purposeless, or when there are too
many different, disconnected changes happening at once.

• Principals can combat these risks by focusing on creating coherence among change efforts within the
school.

• Principals have an opportunity to lead by example in these cases, by seizing agency and
demonstrating ownership of the circumstances of change.

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources: Michael Fullan’s book Coherence is a book for principals 
that provides an overview and action steps for addressing this challenge 
(http://www.amazon.com/Coherence-Drivers-Schools-Districts-Systems/dp/148336495X). 

http://www.amazon.com/Coherence-Drivers-Schools-Districts-Systems/dp/148336495X
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Understanding How Change Affects Others: Why are people reacting this way? 
Stakeholders such as teachers, students, family members and other school partners both react to and 
are central players in any change effort and principals must engage deeply with these groups.  Strategies 
for principals leading change include seeking substantive input in the design phase, providing 
opportunities for deep engagement and training in the rollout phase, and ensuring ongoing support 
through implementation. All stakeholders benefit from an implementation process that is perceived as 
deliberate, supported, and aligned with both broad goals and reality on the ground. 

Ken Blanchard, a leadership and change management expert, outlined a framework for understanding 
the common experience of all individuals undergoing change. It can be a helpful starting point for 
principals supporting change initiatives in understanding the typical responses to change in themselves 
and others. More information can be found in his article “The Seven Dynamics of Change” 
(http://www.sellingpower.com/content/article/?a=3745/the-seven-dynamics-of-change). When change 
happens, inevitably: 

• People will feel awkward, ill-at-ease and self-conscious.
• People initially focus on what they have to give up.
• People will feel alone even if everyone else is going through the same change.
• People can handle only so much change.
• People are at different levels of readiness for change.
• People will be concerned that they don’t have enough resources.
• If you take the pressure off, people will revert to their old behavior.

As helpful as these typical reactions can be to understanding responses to change, it is also useful to 
see how the responses of an individual or community move over time as change initiatives are 
implemented. Researchers Ann Salerno and Lillie Brock have shown that individuals experiencing 
change frequently move through predictable phases in their response to that change, beginning with 
perceptions of loss and doubt to increasing familiarity – but also discomfort – with the change. If leaders 
and other champions maintain momentum and engagement in the change, individuals move into 
discovery and understanding, where the change begins to “make sense.” The final stage, integration, 
culminates in a shared ownership of the change, with members of the community broadening the 
application of their new insights and skills beyond the original charge – transformational change. 

http://www.sellingpower.com/content/article/?a=3745/the-seven-dynamics-of-change
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Their research also shows that principals can take concrete steps to support individuals through each of these 
phases: 

Supporting the Change Cycle 

Change Cycle 
Stage How Principals Can Support this Stage 

1. Loss Listen and respond to questions and fears about the change and provide 
support so that those impacted feel safe. 

2. Doubt Communicate the rationale and detailed information about how change will 
happen so that individuals are informed participants in the change and have 
a sense of control. 

3. Discomfort Remain engaged with the team. Acknowledge discomfort and focus on 
motivating individuals to take some small steps toward the change. Identify 
and highlight early successes. 

4. Discovery Make team members active partners in identifying what is – and what isn’t – 
working as the change is fully implemented, making adjustments and 
spreading best practices. 

5. Understanding Focus on making meaning out of the change so that the team can identify what 
they have learned from both the change initiative and their experience in the 
change process. 

6. Integration Support the team in taking full ownership for the change; can early adopters 
support those team members who still need to reach this final stage? Help 
the team find new ways to apply their learning and insights within the school: 
how far can this new approach take us? 

"Change is hard because people overestimate the value of what they have— 
and underestimate the value of what they may gain by giving that up." 

— James Belasco and Ralph Stayer 
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Understanding How Change Affect Others 

Principal Takeaways: 

• Change is an emotional process – for you, your team, and all groups and individuals impacted
• Know the typical responses to change and how to recognize them, and plan to address them.
• Build time and space in your leadership to “walk through” change with your team – this is not a

distraction from other aspects of change leadership – it is crucial element of it.
• Questions for Reflection:

o Think back to a time when you experienced deep, consequential change. How do you
respond to change? What challenges does this response create? How can you recognize
and manage that reaction going forward?

o What is the history of change in your school? What changes have worked? What change
efforts have failed, and why?

o What stories does your school community tell themselves about change at the school?
And what are the implications for your latest change effort?

o How can you create the time and space in your daily calendar throughout this change to
lead your team and community through it?

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources: 

Ken Blanchard’s article on the Seven Dynamics of Change can be a good conversation starter with 
your team as you have a conversation about self-awareness during change or as you prepare other 
leaders in your building for supporting their teams through change 
(http://www.sellingpower.com/content/article/?a=3745/the-seven-dynamics-of-change).  

Ann Salerno and Lillie Brock’s Change Cycle is captured in their 2008 book The Change Cycle: How 
People Can Survive and Thrive in Organizational Change. Berrett- Koehler Publishers 
(http://www.amazon.com/Change-Cycle-People-Survive-
Organizational/dp/1576754987/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1448916926&sr=8-
1&keywords=salerno+change).  

John Kotter’s book Our Iceberg is Melting (2nd Ed. 2016) embeds important principles about how 
individuals experience change in an accessible fable. This book is a good resource not only for 
principals but also for teacher groups and others actively experiencing change within a school 
(http://www.amazon.com/Our-Iceberg-Melting-Succeeding-Conditions/dp/0399563911).  

School leader George Couros, who serves as a Division Principal of Innovative Teaching and Learning 
in Alberta, Canada, shares his thoughts on innovation and managing change on his blog, including 
highlighting key strategies for communicating change and engaging staff. A key point (from the 1st link) 
is “Don’t focus on “change” as much as you focus on “growth.” 

“4 Ideas To Have A Successful First Year as Principal”, Connected Principals 
(http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10658)  

“3 Questions Crucial to Creating the Conditions for Change”, The Principal of Change 
(http://georgecouros.ca/blog/archives/5286) 

http://www.sellingpower.com/content/article/?a=3745/the-seven-dynamics-of-change
http://www.amazon.com/Change-Cycle-People-Survive-Organizational/dp/1576754987/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1448916926&sr=8-1&keywords=salerno+change
http://www.amazon.com/Change-Cycle-People-Survive-Organizational/dp/1576754987/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1448916926&sr=8-1&keywords=salerno+change
http://www.amazon.com/Our-Iceberg-Melting-Succeeding-Conditions/dp/0399563911
http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10658
http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10658
http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10658
http://georgecouros.ca/blog/archives/5286
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Spreading Success and Addressing Roadblocks: How do we build momentum 
and address resistance? 
Leadership, then, requires keeping people in the game over time through a sustained period of 
disequilibrium.” – R. Heifitz at the University of Minnesota’s Center for Leadership 

Inevitably, once a change initiative is moving forward, there will be pockets where robust adoption is 
happening and places where there will be resistance and success will be lacking. How should you 
approach this as a principal? One of the most crucial leadership actions a principal must make in leading 
change is identifying change champions to carry important transformational work forward with the 
principal. Principals must also address roadblocks, including resistant individuals, on the pathway to 
change.  

There is an important balance to strike when implementing change in determining when to move forward. 
If you stay too long in a consensus-building phase, making the case for change and gathering champions, 
you risk missing the moment and delaying inevitable and important change too long. At the same time, 
you can’t move forward without your team and the buy-in that’s required for successful change. There is 
a balance to strike between building toward change and jumping in to try something new. Often, the 
momentum built when a new strategy is tried can be an important early building block for success. 

When managing a change process in your  school, a great deal of your and your team’s attention will be 
aimed at looking for pockets of change and improvement within the building and figuring out how to spread 
those successes. 

Make sure that your inquiries into implementation run deeper than “what works?” to “what made this 
work?” When your team finds effective practices in support of the change you want to see in your school, 
approach the spread and scale of these changes carefully so that you understand the specific conditions 
and context that made a practice work in one classroom, and what will make it work across your school. 

From the Carnegie Institute for the Advancement of Teaching: 
The Six Core Principles of Improvement 
1. Make the work problem-specific and user-centered.
It starts with a single question: “What specifically is the problem we are trying to solve?” It enlivens a 
co-development orientation: engage key participants early and often. 

2. Variation in performance is the core problem to address.
The critical issue is not what works, but rather what works, for whom and under what set of conditions. 
Aim to advance efficacy reliably at scale. 

3. See the system that produces the current outcomes.
It is hard to improve what you do not fully understand. Go and see how [specific] conditions shape work 
processes. Make your hypotheses for change public and clear. 

4. We cannot improve at scale what we cannot measure.
Embed measures of key outcomes and processes to track if change is an improvement. Anticipate 
unintended consequences and measure these too. 

5. Anchor practice improvement in disciplined inquiry.
Engage rapid cycles of Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) to learn fast, fail fast, and improve quickly. That 
failures may occur is not the problem; that we fail to learn from them is. 

6. Accelerate improvements through networked communities.
Embrace the wisdom of crowds. We can accomplish more together than even the best of us can 
accomplish alone. 
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One way to think about this is to focus on integrity of implementation in your change efforts. In the 
words of Paul LeMahieu, Senior Vice President of Programs at the Carnegie Institute for the 
Advancement of Teaching: “What we need is ... more integrity of implementation (do what matters most 
and works best while accommodating [specific] needs and circumstances).”  When schools focus on 
integrity of implementation, they ensure that the core elements of a successful program or a promising 
practice are maintained while responding to specific contexts that may require flexibility in 
implementation. 

This framework dovetails well with models of continuous improvement through a focus on effective 
implementation already in place in many Minnesota schools. Central criteria to review when looking at a 
specific initiative for change include:  

• EFFORT: What have we done to accomplish this change? What is the scope, frequency, or
duration of the intervention? (Examples here include the number of teachers involved, the
number of instructional hours impacted, etc.)

• FIDELITY: How well did we implement our plan? Were there elements that had to be changed?
Or should have been changed and were not?

• CONTEXT: What did we determine were the prerequisites – “nuts and bolts” – of this effort in
terms of resources and conditions for success? Were those met, and were they sufficient for
success?

• CONTENT: For instructional interventions, it is important to examine the subject matter,
curriculum implications, and standards alignment. Content will have different considerations for
interventions related to school culture or professional development strategies.

• COMPETENCE: The quality of how the intervention was implemented within context and
content.

• OUTCOMES: Student outcomes as a result of the intervention and changes in teacher strategy.

This type of inquiry should always be backed by evidence provided by observation, survey results, 
interviews, and other forms of data collection, with a particular focus on student outcome data. 

This type of approach requires team engagement, because the practitioners on the ground – in your 
classrooms, at your team meetings, in one-on-one meetings and engagement with students – will be the 
ones with the insight to see what makes a particular effort effective, and what will be required to spread it 
and sustain it. 

Developing or adopting a practice profile to capture the details of successful implementation for a 
particularly important and impactful new approach can be helpful to successful implementation and a 
deep understanding of what is working, and why. Leadership teams and teachers throughout the school 
can look to the practice profile to see what works and can determine what needs to happen to 
implement a practice in a specific school’s context. Practice profiles can also support a school team in 
determining fidelity measures for a new initiative, based on the intended outcomes. 

"Change is the law of life and those who look only to the 
past or present are certain to miss the future." 

—John F. Kennedy 
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Spreading Success and Addressing Roadblocks 
Principal Takeaways: 

• When in the middle of a change initiative, pay close attention to implementation efforts and
outcomes to determine what is working, what isn’t, and how to spread success.

• Questions for Reflection:
o What is your team attempting to do, and what effort are you putting toward this change?

Is it the right effort? Is it enough?
o Are you and your team effectively following through on the plans for implementation you

developed? What can you learn from areas of resistance or ineffectiveness? Do you
need to change course?

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources: 
Principals may find the resources from the National Implementation Research Institute’s (NIRN) Active 
Implementation Hub (http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/) helpful.   

The Practice Profile Tool for Teams is a protocol for developing a Practice Profile related to the team 
practices.  

The Practice Profile Template is a companion document. 

http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/
http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/
http://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=mde058885&RevisionSelectionMethod=latest&Rendition=primary
http://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=mde058886&RevisionSelectionMethod=latest&Rendition=primary
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Personal Leadership Through Change: How am I supposed to get through this? 
While most of this guide focuses on the role of the principal in leading others, it is important to note that 
when change comes to a school, it impacts you as the principal as well. To lead others effectively, you 
will need to be aware of your own responses to change and maintain your focus and resilience. Rather 
than seeing this as a distraction or a risk, it is an opportunity to model transparent, empathetic leadership 
for your school community. Teachers, students, and others will be watching you to see your reactions 
to change and to gauge your long-term commitment to new directions for the school. 

Strategies for managing your own pathway through change include: 

• Creating space for personal reflection in your leadership practice, recognizing your own
reactions to change and growth areas for learning through new experiences.

• Looking for yourself in the change cycle outlined on page seven: where are you? And how is
this effecting your interactions with your team?

• Reflect on the principal actions listed below. Are you demonstrating these leadership actions
that are so crucial for guiding your school through change? What are two to three concrete
strategies you can work on to build your practice in these areas?

• Demonstrate transparency with your leadership team and with your school community more
broadly, as appropriate in service of strong relationships. How are you experiencing change? How
are you maintaining your focus and experiencing growth through these changes?

Leadership Actions for Change 
Research from leadership development organization New Leaders that looked at principals and schools 
that achieved significant, sustained gains revealed that principals who led successful change efforts 
focused on the following leadership actions: 

• Build trusting relationships with adults and students.
• Consider how words, actions and decisions will be understood by all stakeholders.
• Be highly visible and inspirational, communicating the vision and mission of the school

relentlessly.
• Identify successful practice and celebrate it, building toward additional action.

Personal Leadership Through Change 
Principal Takeaways: 

• To lead effectively and by example, you must manage your own pathway through change.
• Questions for Reflection:

o How are you experiencing changes within your school community?
o What strategies are you using to manage your experience of change?
o How are you sharing this with your team?

For Further Reading/ Additional Resources: 
A 2015 Washington Post article highlights efforts within KIPP schools in DC to make the professional load of 
principals sustainable, even during periods of intense work and change. It includes personal practices for 
principals to sustain themselves in the work (https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/how-the-
hardest-working-principals-avoid-burning-themselves-out/2015/02/22/34cee4b8-b889-11e4-9423-
f3d0a1ec335c_story.html).  

Personal accounts of leading in crucial moments, including through change, can be found in the book 
Leading from Within. The book also includes selected inspiring readings from these leaders. There are a 
number of other resources in this vein (http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Within-Poetry-Sustains-
Courage/dp/0787988693/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1449850778&sr=8-1&keywords=leading+from+within). 

Practices to support personal resilience through change include making time for journaling, exercise, and 
connecting to personal support systems and communities. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/how-the-hardest-working-principals-avoid-burning-themselves-out/2015/02/22/34cee4b8-b889-11e4-9423-f3d0a1ec335c_story.html
http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Within-Poetry-Sustains-Courage/dp/0787988693/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1449850778&sr=8-1&keywords=leading+from+within
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Principals as Managers of Change 

As Change Manager 

• Identifying the team that will implement the change
• Establishing the timeline and setting the approach for implementation
• Leading communication planning and efforts and engaging stakeholders
• Monitoring implementation for interim and final results: is change on track?

While the first section of this guide provides a number of principles and frameworks that speak to the 
principal’s role as leader of change in what can be a messy, unpredictable, people-intensive and 
emotional process, principals also have a role as managers of change, building a clear and transparent 
timeline and process for leading a school community through change. This structure actually creates a 
defined and sustainable space – what Ronald Heifitz calls a “container” – for the messiness of the change 
process. Principals, together with other leaders within the school, can ensure that change is effective and 
sustainable by walking themselves and their team through each step of the change process.  

Managing Change: How Do I Set Up a Process for Managing Change? 
There are several different models for establishing a change management process, and a principal or a 
district may already be using one. There are a number of models that are equally effective and provide a 
strong backbone for planning implementation in a way that is effective for your school community. We 
highlight one widely-applied and publically available model in the additional resources section below. 

Based on research about what distinguishes successful change efforts from the 70% of change initiatives 
that fail, change leadership expert John Kotter has codified 8 process steps of impactful change efforts. 
Principals can manage change efforts in the building by laying out a process with a timeline, team, and 
long-term objectives that take a large, transformative opportunity and break it down into manageable, 
actionable steps. 

An effective plan must have: 

• A defined timeline: when will this change effort begin? By when should it be complete? And what
are the important milestones along the way? This is a key moment for asking the questions of
coherence outlined earlier in this guide, so that any specific change effort is aligned to other
initiatives and key district dates as you plan for its launch and completion.

• A clear team for leadership with roles defined. This should include engagement from you, the
principal, but also a role for the instructional leadership team and others – as appropriate.

• Space for the messiness of change leadership. Including time to pause, listen, and revise
direction as needed and address the change leadership elements highlighted in the first section
of this guide.

• A plan for engaging stakeholders that defines who these stakeholders are by asking who
will be impacted by the change. This plan should align to the implementation timeline and
should include moments to engage these groups, as appropriate:

o For input as change is being planned and rolled out.
o For communication about the effort: both its goals and, as it moves forward, its progress.
o For support through sharing information and providing training, as appropriate for the

audience.
• A definition of success with interim measures along the way so that you and your team can

measure progress and impact, as well as capture learning.
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Managing Change 
Principal Takeaways: 

• As the lead manager of change in your building, you must work with your leadership team and
others to establish a plan and a process for change initiatives.

• A successful plan will include:
o A defined timeline.
o A clear team for leadership with roles defined.
o A plan for engaging stakeholders.
o A definition of success.

• Use an existing process model to make sure your plan is thorough and includes all the
important steps for success.

• Questions for Reflection:
o Do you and your team have a clear timeline for implementing this change? Have you

defined important milestones along the way?
o Do you have a clearly defined team for leading the implementation of this change? What

is your role as principal? What is the role of the school instructional leadership team?
Are there other key players?

o Have you identified the stakeholders that will be impacted by this change? Does your
plan include clear places to engage them for input, communicate decisions and progress
to them, and support them in the change through information-sharing, training, and other
strategies as appropriate?

o How will you measure success at the end of this initiative? Along the way? Have you set
up the right systems to capture the information you’ll need to determine success and
capture learning?

Additional Resources 

Kotter International’s eBook 8 Steps to Accelerate Change, published in 2015, provides a quick, 
actionable overview of the principles in this change model 
(http://www.kotterinternational.com/research/landing-page/8-steps-to-accelerate-change-in-2015/). 

Jody Spiro, Director of Education at the Wallace Foundation, has published a comprehensive toolkit for 
managing change on the Wallace Foundation website (http://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-
center/school-leadership/district-policy-and-practice/Documents/leading-change-handbook.pdf).  

The Massachusetts State Department of Education has published a guide for principals managing the 
change process in their school (http://www.mass.gov/edu/docs/ese/accountability/dart/district-data-
getting-ready.pdf). In particular, principals may find the process outlined on pp. 2-12 helpful, and the 
Managing Change and Understanding Concerns Protocol (1.9.1) is a useful resource for engaging 
stakeholders. 

http://www.kotterinternational.com/research/landing-page/8-steps-to-accelerate-change-in-2015/
http://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/school-leadership/district-policy-and-practice/Documents/leading-change-handbook.pdf
http://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/school-leadership/district-policy-and-practice/Documents/leading-change-handbook.pdf
http://www.mass.gov/edu/docs/ese/accountability/dart/district-data-getting-ready.pdf
http://www.mass.gov/edu/docs/ese/accountability/dart/district-data-getting-ready.pdf
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Summary: Principals Leading and Managing Change 
In summary, principals have a crucial role to play as both leaders and managers of change: 

The Principal is the Champion for Change 
With a Dual Role as Leader and Manager 

As Change Leader 

• Making the case and creating
a sense of urgency for change

• Creating coherence: showing how
the change fits into broader school
plans

• Listening to and rallying the team
• Identifying change champions and

addressing roadblocks

As Change Manager 

• Identifying the team that will
implement the change

• Establishing the timeline and setting
the approach for implementation

• Leading communication planning and
efforts and engaging stakeholders

• Monitoring implementation for interim
and final results: is change on track?

Change can be the result of school-level decisions or can be externally imposed because of 
changes in the community or the district. In all cases, effective change efforts share common 
characteristics:  

1. Design with the end – implementation -- in mind and place change within context.
2. Emphasize stakeholder engagement in planning and design.
3. Plan for training and support through implementation.
4. Prioritize communication throughout.

Principals should identify whether changes are the result of technical challenges or adaptive challenges – or 
both. 

Technical Problems 
.. Include issues for which we have the know-how 
and the solutions to institute a “fix” (e.g., Triple 
bypass surgery for a person with heart disease). 

They require straightforward, repeatable and 
transferable solutions. 

They can be addressed through the leadership and 
expertise of an individual or small group. 

Adaptive Challenges 
… Force a response outside of our current know-
how or expertise (e.g., How do you ensure lifestyle 
changes in a heart patient to sustain health 
restored in surgery?). 

They cannot be addressed through current 
structures, organizational designs, or stories about 
a community. 

They cannot be “taken off the shoulders” of an 
individual or a community because the community 
is part of the problem – and must be part of the 
solution. 
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As Change Leaders, ask yourself important questions about supporting your team and other 
stakeholders through change: 

• Think back to a time when you experienced deep, consequential change. How do you respond
to change? What challenges does this response create? How can you recognize and manage
that reaction going forward?

• What is the history of change in your school? What changes have worked? What change efforts
have failed, and why?

• What stories does your school community tell themselves about change at the school? And
what are the implications for your latest change effort?

• How can you create the time and space in your daily calendar throughout this change to lead your
team and community through it?

Leadership Actions for Change 

Principals who led successful change efforts focused on the following leadership actions: 

• Build trusting relationships with adults and students.
• Consider how words, actions and decisions will be understood by all stakeholders.
• Be highly visible and inspirational, communicating the vision and mission of the school relentlessly.
• Identify successful practice and celebrate it, building toward additional action.

Finally, as the lead Change Manager, principals must ensure that an effective plan is in place.  An effective 
plan must have: 

• A defined timeline.
• A clear team for leadership with roles defined.
• Space for the messiness of change leadership.
• A plan for engaging stakeholders that defines who these stakeholders are by asking who will be

impacted by the change.
• A definition of success with interim measures along the way.

“Progress is impossible without change, and those who 
cannot change their minds cannot change anything.” 

—George Bernard Shaw 
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